
Introducing the Revolutionary     
                 Powered Companion Chair 
 Caregiver Driven Design

SAFE 
PORTABLE
MANEUVERABLE 



The Need for a New Kind of Companion Chair
is Long Overdue

In a recent survey of 165 caregivers, 
95% of respondents felt it was 
important to reduce their own physical 
strain and conserve energy while 
assisting a loved one.

• According to the AARP 
50 million people serve as 
informal caregivers

• Estimates show by 2040, 
1 in 5 Americans will be 
65 and older

• Primarily family members 
over age 50, care for the 
growing senior population

• 34% of all caregivers are 
65 or older

• Helping loved ones in and out of bed

• Pushing wheelchairs up ramps

• Wheelchair transportation issues (cars, air travel) 

*Data source: caregiver.com

78% of caregivers report physical strains or 
injuries because of pushing a companion chair* 
PowerDrive Mobility founder learned firsthand the 
struggles faced by caregivers when assisting her ailing 
husband. With traditional wheelchairs caregivers can 
experience fatigue, back and shoulder pain which weigh 
heavily on the mind and body. Careglider may improve 
daily challenges including:

Pushing an average size person up a 10 degree hill with a non-
powered transport chair requires approximately 70 pounds of 

force. The CareGlider is self propelled, and therefore requires 
zero force.



When Asked, Caregivers Want:
Safety, Portability, Maneuverability 

Maneuverability 
• Single motor with patented wheel power distribution 

technology for easy turning and effortless gliding control.

• Wheel sizes are optimized to provide traction for indoor 
and outdoor use.

• Powered transport up to 25 miles.

Portability 
• Lightweight design is 50% lighter than other powered 

transport chairs.

• Easy folding capability for storage and travel simplicity.

• Effortless motor attachment and  
detachment capability.

Safety 
• Designed to protect both the caregiver and the rider.

• Caregiver control panel for complete command at all times.

• Fail-safe brake system and operator safety sensor.
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Learn More About CareGlider Today

Caregivers should not suffer 
injuries or duress transporting 
loved ones. I experienced 
physical trauma first hand 
leading to thousands of 
dollars of unplanned medical 
expenses to our family.

Susan Penski 
Caregiver

At our orthopedic practice, we see a real 
need for the CareGlider. Our staff will 
use it to maneuver patients from and to 
their cars and within the office. We will 
also provide the light weight chair to 
companions for mobility assistance and 
to avoid caregiver injuries.

Dr. Robert Forster 
Orthopedic Surgeon

The CareGlider will be an important game-
changer for caregivers and their loved ones, 
with regards to safety and mobility.

Gary Edward Barg 
Founder and Editor-in-Chief 
Today’s Caregiver magazine and caregiver.com   

When faced with providing care for a loved one, PowerDrive Mobility founder 
dreamed of a solution to improve her quality of life. This dream became a reality 
when Caregiver.com, a national caregiver association, awarded CareGlider 
its 2021 Caregiver Friendly Award which celebrates products and services 
designed with the caregiver in mind.


